
K/1 Art with the Masters II

Week # Lesson Artist Element

1 “Found Objects Scupltures Louise Nevelson Form

2 continued from week 1

3 Mondrian Collage Mondrian Shape

4 Chalk Drawing Rothko Color

5 Okeefe Flowers Georgia Okeefe Shape/Color

6 Continued from week 5

7 Monet’s Garden Claude Monet Various

8 Action Jackson/ Lines Jackson Pollock Line

9 Pyanski Eggs Design

10 Pop Art Popsicles Andy Warhol Color/pattern

11 Collaborative Wire Mobiles Alexander Calder Form

12 Pinch Pot Project various

13 Continued from week 12 VanGogh Color

14 Cupcakes/Ice cream (maybe have a treat for last 
day)

Wayne Theibaud Shape

Extra Time 
activités

Make printed papers, games, free drawing, free 
collage, play dough
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BUGS

Week Lesson Description

1 Intro to BUGS what makes a bug a bug (or arthropod vs. insect), explore 
different types of insects/arthropods.  Weather permitting, go 
outside and do a bug scavenger hunt with our explorer tools.

2 Studying and 
observing bugs

how to safely collect, observe, and study bugs.  Create our 
own collection jars.  

3 Metamorphosis Study the subclass of bugs which are grouped by “complete 
metamorphosis” AKA endopterygota.  I will have butterfly 
larvae to observe metamorphosis progress each week.  

4 Bees Look closely at how bees’ communicate, pollinate, their life 
cycle - - Make a bee hotel

5 Butterflies/Moths Hatch and release butterflies.  Learn about migration, and 
symmetry.  Butterfly craft

6 Ants Colored ant experiment.  Look at an ant farm, see how they 
work together. 

7 Mosquitoes Do mosquitoes have a purpose?

8 Review with games 
and outdoor 
exploration

Split up and play some Insect learning games, possibly a 
short video

9 Fireflies/ 
Dragonflies

Firefly science, how and why do they light up.  

10 Pill bugs Pill Bug hunt, story and habitat

11 Arachnids Spiders are not insects, but arachnids, a different type of 
arthropod

12 Worms Make a worm farm, learn how they make our soil healthier

13 Praying Mantis We will look at praying mantis behavior Female vs male and 
their behavior. We will also learn how these bugs are natural 
garden helpers and discuss why using natural insecticides 
are better than chemicals

14 Bug party We will conclude our semester with a Bug party.  Fun, games 
outside, bug snacks etc.  
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